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Business Cooperation Offers and Requests 

 

Aiming to foster international business activities of Armenian SMEs and find suitable business partners 

abroad Enterprise Europe Network Armenia is pleased to present to your attention the following 

business cooperation offers. 

Manufacturing of food products 

 

 

 

 
 

Business cooperation offers 

 
Macedonian producer of preserved fruits and vegetables seeks distributors 

 

Macedonian company highly committed to producing healthy and nutritious food made of premium 

class fruits and vegetables is looking for partners in European countries under a distribution services 

agreement. The product range varies from vegetable delicacies, confiture, to dried products and 

hypericum infused oils. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2078bbfa-37ce-4f56-9ead-99815a3b2559                     

Code: BOMK20191203001 

The company is looking to establish new distribution services agreements. 

The farm located in the south of Italy, exactly in Monopoli (BA) - Apulia, is specialized in the 

cultivation of tomato and cucumber through an innovative cultivation system, which ensures, in 

accordance with a careful environmental policy, high standards of quality and production. The 

company is looking to establish new distribution services agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/acf389c2-30bc-403d-935c-c13254807332  

Code: BOIT20191115001 
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A Slovak producer of freeze-dried fruit is looking for business partners and new customers worldwide 

A Slovak producer of freeze-dried (lyophilised) fruit would like to start a long-term business 

cooperation with distributors, wholesale sellers, food producers and other potential customers and to 

supply them with premium quality of freeze-dried fruit (bulk packages and retail packages). Its aim is 

to make a commercial agency agreement, distribution services agreement or manufacturing 

agreement.   

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/26d5cab4-736e-47d7-b326-ada59575342f                 

Code: BOSK20191107001 

 

A Ukrainian producer of candied fruit is looking for partners under distribution services and 

commercial agency agreements 

 

This small Ukrainian family workshop from Kiev, engaged in the manufacturing of candied fruits and 

jam from natural products, offers these products to foreign partners under distribution services and 

commercial agency agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/29e52ebb-547f-4687-a4da-ea68ce810c8b  

 Code: BOUA20181130004 

 
Portuguese cooperative that produces and markets pineapples is looking for trade intermediaries and 

agents 
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A Portuguese cooperative specialized in the plantation and commercialization of PDO (Protected 

Designation of Origin) Azorean pineapples is looking for a commercial agent and/or distributors with 

the necessary conditions and knowledge to market its product both on the internal and on the EU 

external market. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a4969c29-33b4-46f0-87bb-6c6143e90e4c  

Code: BOPT20191206002 

 

A producer of gluten-free culinary mixes is searching for distributors 

A French manufacturer of organic, gluten-free flour mixes  is looking for distribution services 

agreements or manufacturing agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/c0fd2b24-2d17-4d30-8a43-47a233606aac  

Code: BOFR20190108001 
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Business cooperation requests 

 

A Polish company producing high quality cold-pressed oils is looking for a supplier of non-sowing seeds 

 

A Polish manufacturer of high quality cold-pressed oils is looking for a supplier of non-sowing  seeds 

of cucumber, onions, tomatoes and other vegetables. The seeds should have microbiological testing. 

Bio certificates are welcome but not necessary. The company aims to establish cooperation under a 

supplier agreement.  

  https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/4166166f-2e25-488b-81ef-5269210b39d7 

Code: BRPL20191119001 

 

Manufacturing of textile products 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

Russian company specializing in feather pillows, blankets and bedding for home seeks distributors 

A Russian company with nearly two decade of experience in manufacturing of feather pillows, 

blankets and bedding for domestic use, is looking for partners abroad and offers a partnership in the 

form of a distribution services agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8031014f-aa6b-4f39-8b4a-b599843c8966 

Code: BORU20180301002 
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Ukrainian sewing company provides services of sewing under subcontracting agreement. 

The Ukrainian sewing company specialize is sewing of hard and medium-hard materials, like textile 

and leather, to manufactured shoe uppers, bags, purses, backpacks, uniform clothes and army sewed 

equipment, gloves, etc. The company is searching for partners who will order сutting and sewing 

services - by client samples. The company manufactures – complete products   or partial product , 

depending on client needs. The company wants to cooperate under subcontracting. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/87cfdf68-e3a8-4d3b-b6a4-f3e2db659baf  

Code: BOUA20191126001 

 

Moldovan garment producer looking for cooperation with European companies 

A Moldovan company specialized in the production of garments for men and women is looking for  

partners in the European Union and outside for a long-term cooperation, possible in the framework of 

a distribution services agreement, establishment of a joint venture or a manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f2036b44-3fe0-4353-a404-b591fc5edf44  

Code: BOMD20180918001 

 

Macedonian textile company is looking for subcontracting and outsourcing agreements 

A Macedonian company, specialized in production of women clothes, is looking for partners for 

establishing subcontracting and outsourcing cooperation. The total output may be accounted to the 

loan production. The company is offering high quality loan production and minimum order per style 

500 pieces. 

 https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/56255436-eee5-48a9-b49a-aede17b6a0b6   

Code: BOCZ20190110002 
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A Polish company is looking for distributors of baby and children hats, and other partners interested in 

sewing services 

A Polish company working in the textile industry deals with the production of headgear for babies 

and little children. They are  looking for international partners interested in establishing distribution 

and manufacturing, as well as subcontracting agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/107601fb-af0b-46d3-948d-049d26cdd33b   

    

Code: BOES20191114001 

 

UK specialist in traditional and fashion fabric is looking for distribution partners 

Small independent company based in the East Midlands region of the UK specialising in fabric and 

textile is looking for new trade partners across the globe. The company has a very large portfolio that 

is offered under distribution service agreement. 

   https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0c4066ad-b339-4359-9771-139aa198d2c3  

Code: BOUK20180503002 

 

Business cooperation requests 

Russian company seeks for fabric supplier under the manufacturing agreement. 

A Russian company specialized in clothing production, printing, and souvenir branding is searching 

for partners engaged in selling fabrics to sign manufacturing agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/54007da8-6695-45f5-8d4d-5ff6fe74c6fe 

Code: BRRU20171221029 

Romanian manufacturer of blinds seeks fabrics suppliers under supplier or manufacturing agreements 

A Romanian company specialises in manufacturing a wide assortment of blinds and awnings 

answering the requirements of different industries including education, healthcare, hospitality etc. 

The company is interested in identifying new international business partners able to supply fabrics for 

the manufacturing of blinds and awnings. Cooperation will be based on supplier or manufacturing 

agreements. 
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  https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/fd137823-832b-4ed1-9943-585b98e3d81c   

Code: BRRO20191003001 

 

Construction 

 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

 
A Ukrainian producer of screw piles is looking for partners to conclude subcontracting and distribution 

agreements 

The Ukrainian company specializes in creating unique solutions for the quick and efficient 

construction of foundations for residential, administrative and commercial buildings: galvanized 

ground screws. The SME is looking for partners in the sector of building, distributors of ground screw 

piles and offers their products and services under distribution services agreement and subcontracting. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2fc18105-5843-4b3e-b8a4-021cad7d2273  

Code: BOUA20190722001 
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Spanish manufacturer of vitreous enamel steel panels is looking for commercial agents or distributors. 

Spanish manufacturer of vitreous enamel steel panels or other materials for architecture: for the 

architectural cladding of the interior of the tunnels, subways, airports, train stations and also for 

decoration (decorated panels). This experienced company has its own technical office and engineering 

department which enables them to advise and find the best solutions for different and various projects. 

They look for a commercial agency agreement or a distribution services agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/58874c6c-a989-43fe-bc3a-054598258d06  

Code: BOES20191126001 

 

Lithuanian wooden doors and window frames manufacturer seeks partnership under distribution 

services agreement 

The Lithuanian company has over 20 years experience working with solid wood, specializing in 

windows and doors production. The company is praised for its innovative custom design and high 

quality production.. Therefore, it is currently seeking partners to work under distribution services, 

manufacturing or subcontracting agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3283bc0f-6155-43bb-9ad6-9ae37ad8bc7f  

Code: BOLT20190829001 

 

 

A Spanish manufacturer of wear parts for earthmoving and mining equipment is looking for worldwide 

distributors 

A Spanish company manufactures wear parts for earthmoving (agricultural wear parts and drilling 

tools) and mining equipment that are fully compatible with the equipment and tools developed by the 

main OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) in the world. The company is looking for worldwide 

distributors. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/39b0ce23-aff5-466e-9f4c-f8135c7ac15a  

Code: BOES20191113001 
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Qatar panel factory is looking for trade agents and/or distributors. 

This Qatar panel factory is located in Doha new industrial area. The company is specialized in 

designing and manufacturing insulated composite panels, cold room panels, PIR (polyisocyanurate) 

Insulation board, Z Purlins and decking sheets along with flashing and fixing accessories. The 

company is looking for trade agents and/or distributors. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/72695f54-1ff7-433c-a4fc-afcee95e50a6  Code: 

BOQA20191126001 

A metal company from Serbia is interested in manufacturing and subcontracting agreement. 

A Serbian company is specialised in metal processing, manufacture of fabricated metal products and 

manufacture, installation and maintenance of processing equipment and machinery. It manufactures 

equipment for receipt and transport of materials, mixers of various types, metal containers and other 

metal products used in food, construction, chemical and other industries. The company seeks partner 

for manufacturing agreement and subcontracting. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5fbab3ef-3971-4eb8-91fd-337d6b9d1813  

Code: BOQA20191126001 

 

Business cooperation requests 

A Romanian company is looking for producers of fasteners under a manufacturing agreement. 

The Romanian distributor of fasteners is interested in expanding its supply portfolio and cooperating with 

producers of assembly components on the basis of a manufacturing agreement. Partners are sought 

regardless of their country of origin. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b8e06f19-ed7e-4f71-9010-bd1839a0d0f0  

Code: BRRO20181113001 
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R&D 

 

 

 

  

FTI - Structural health monitoring of bridges 

An Italian SME, leader in road safety, crash test, and impact test, is looking for industrial and/or 

reserch partners to submite a Fat Track Innovation (FTI) proposal. The project is an Internet of 

Thinghs (IOT) smart diagnostic sensors integrated in a Cloud platform for Structural Health 

Monitoring of Bridge’s network.  The goal is to provide a real time bridge’s monitoring, through 

automatic alarm sensors, installed on all potentially hazardous parts of bridges, previously identified. 

  https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/59dbde48-dccb-4600-a76a-c9590e5722c6   

 

Code: RDIT20191205001 

Information Technologies 

 

 

  

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

Software development company  is looking for a long term partners interested in signing an 

outsourcing agreement. 

Experienced software development company based in Poland, is looking for partners interested in 

their proprietary solutions written on Unity engine. Solutions include Virtual reality, Augmented 

Reality, Multimedia business apps, Educational applications and games. Company is looking for 

partners from EU area and beyond, who are interested in a long term outsourcing and subcontracting 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
http://eenarmenia.am/
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cooperation. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/aac20a11-b89c-4598-b3f4-b71bee3f725a 

Code: BOPL20190131003 

Macedonian SME offers IT services to potential partners with outsourcing, subcontracting and service 

agreements 

A Macedonian IT consulting company is offering cooperation to foreign partners with outsourcing, 

subcontracting and service agreements. The company offers full range of IT services: IT staff 

augmentation, project based outsourcing, off-shore and near-shore resourcing services, system 

integration, custom development, quality assurance, financial and billing systems, business process 

management, customer relation management, data analytic and integration. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/82784c2c-dbf4-4ba8-9076-8ac0cfa48ed3  

Code: BOMK20191125002 

Dutch company specializing in IT and cyber security event management seeks partners for commercial 

agency agreements 

Dutch company offers cyber security services worldwide, for example mobile device management, 

VPN-certificates and high-level security smartphones. The services are specifically tailored to the 

users' needs. The company seeks partners abroad for commercial agency agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1d1a44fc-dffb-4448-abb4-5c9cf0519c28     

Code: BONL20191128002 

      Business cooperation requests  

Spanish ICT company is looking for providers of an IoT (Internet Of Things) gateway with specific 

features under manufacture agreement 

A Spanish ICT company has developed a software technology to manage the lifecycle of IoT (Internet 

Of Things) devices. This solution is based on an operating system and a management dashboard that 

control remotely IoT (Internet Of Things) devices. It operates with gateway hardware with specific 

features and the company is looking for partners capable of producing it under manufacturing 

agreement. 

  https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a808471a-8102-4ac7-82bb-67d092c0f63e  

Code: BRES20181130001 

Cosmetics 
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Business cooperation offers 

Polish natural cosmetics offered to contractors under manufacturing agreement 

The family-owned Polish SME specializing in private label manufacture of high quality face, body and 

hair care cosmetics is looking for new contractors. Keeping up with the latest worldwide trends and 

carrying out thorough research on active ingredients they have developed lines of cosmetics which 

contain the wealth of nature. The company renders wide range of services including packaging and 

labelling. Manufacturing agreement is considered as a basis of cooperation. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a57db1a2-22da-47e7-9502-9b9de947c8bb   

Code: BOPL20191105001 

 

Russian molecular nanotechnologies company seeks distributors 

A Russian company from Moscow specialized in molecular nanotechnologies employed in cosmetics, 

agriculture,industry and pharmaceutical sectors is looking for international partners to sign distribution 

services agreements. After years of scientific research and industrial development, the company has 

invented a wide range of products. 

  https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b127a755-451b-4ba6-95e2-9f2ff710e829  

         

  Code: BORU20190318009 

A Serbian manufacturer of food supplements and cosmetics products is looking for partner through 

manufacturing agreement. 

A Serbian company is specialized in producing dietary supplements (tablets of all shapes and sizes, 

effervescent tablets, hard capsule filling, vitamin drinks) and cosmetics products (creams, milks, lotions, 

tonic, salves, gels etc.). The company is interested in finding partners through manufacturing agreement 

for whom the company will manufacture dietary supplements or/and cosmetics products. The company 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
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is able to do everything, from creating a formula till packing the product. 

   https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/4935c9de-deef-44a6-b268-fc7f28e324ce  

  Code: BORS20180419001 

Healthcare 
 

                

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

A Swedish SME, specialised on making clean air in hospitals through technical solutions is seeking new 

distributors. 

A Swedish Medtech SME is offering complete solutions, making clean air in hospital care through 

evacuation of harmful gases, to avoid gas exposure for healthcare personnel, and to improve external 

environment. The company is seeking distributors, on the global market, having a history of working 

within healthcare sector and working knowledge/contacts within the spheres of childbirth and surgery, 

as well as in other areas encompassing the fields of diathermy and laser surgery. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/db09dd37-0979-4127-80ab-5f610998f6a4   

Code: BOSE20190610001 

Acquisition or licence agreement partners are sought 

A Czech start-up has developed extremely simple applicators for patients using subcutaneously-delivered 

medication. These applicators were developed to reduce patients' stress when self- applying the 

medication and are highly modular. The owners have recently reached defined goals and thus are 

currently looking for ways how to exit. The considered future partnership might be based on acquisition 

or licence agreement respectively. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/29d00f83-4b88-4969-97d6-740af6a24a3b   

Code: BOCZ20191113001 
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German company is requesting distribution services and/or commercial agency agreements 

A German manufacturer of high-quality orthopaedic, trauma and spine implants is looking for trade 

intermediary services. The sought partners are experienced distributors or sales agents specialised in bone 

surgical implants. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/dd9ec862-f0ab-4ac8-9a9f-14487f0746a7  

Code: BODE20191112001 

 

Business cooperation requests 

A Greek SME is looking for new suppliers and producers of medical consumables under distribution 

services agreement 

A Greek based SME with 13 years of experience in providing fire extinguisers, fire detection systems, 

security alarms and medical equipement is currently looking for certified suppliers and producers of 

medical consumables under distribution services agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/10b97d89-d060-4851-8646-0f2d1923a8d5   

Code: BRGR20191029001 

 

Other sectors 
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Business cooperation offers 

A Polish light-emitting diode manufacturer is looking for new distribution partners. 

A Polish LED lighting manufacturer with a modern factory in Lower Silesia region gathers a wide 

circle of specialists launching a variety of innovative products on the market, especially for plant 

growing. Their luminaires are characterized by energy efficiency, which transfers directly to natural 

environment preservation. The company is looking for commercial agents or distributors around the 

world. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/751baadf-a827-4f90-ae8f-0060dfb4ffb3 

  Code: BOPL20191121001 

Polish manufacturer of promotional bags seeks distributors. 

A Polish company, specialized in the production of high quality promotional bags (such as: paper, 

laminated, cotton, non - woven bags and polypropylene bags), wants to export its products to foreign 

markets and is looking for commercial agents or distributors around the world. Promotional bags are 

an affordable and functional means to maximize your company’s brand exposure. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2a5b5b28-fdd6-4de3-8b28-0032c3a1a47a  

  Code: BOPL20190506001 

An Italian company specialized in the production of convection ovens is searching for distributors and 

commercial agents. 

The Italian company is specialized in the production of small and medium-sized convection ovens, in 

particular for pastry, hot points, small bakery and gastronomy. The company is searching for 

distributors and commercial agents for distribution services and commercial agency agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/47368518-54ed-4eaa-91aa-009ddeec7072  

Code: BOIT20190925001 
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Seeking distributors for next-level sleep-inducing acoustic device 

A UK company has developed a sleep-inducing algorithm-based device that alleviates insomnia and 

improves sleep patterns by a series of programmed calming sounds. The device can be used as an 

alternative to over the counter medication.  They are seeking distributors of healthcare products to 

help the product reach new markets via distribution agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3ddbc532-998d-4580-92ed-7958e25d17f1             

 Code: BOUK20191021001 

 

Slovenian producer of wooden epoxy tables is looking for a distributor to sell its products 

Slovenian producer of furniture is producing wooden epoxy tables and is looking for a distributor to 

sell its product. Tables are made of different types of wood in combination with epoxy resin. The 

company would like to cooperate with distributors of higher price range furniture. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/91d36aa4-80d9-4a16-a502-055d364049f1  

Code: BOSI20190321001 

 

 

A Polish producer of electronics is offering manufacturing and subcontracting agreements. 

A Polish company specializes in design and production of customized electronics, electromagnetic 

compatibility (EMC) testing, VDE testing (safety standards required by the German technical 

organization VDE) and contract production. The company is interested in finding new partners under 

manufacturing and subcontracting agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ad2ecb8a-011f-42c7-9fb1-02d32f3360c8     

Code: BOPL20191002001 

 

A Turkish door producer is looking for distributors 

The Turkish company produce high security steel doors, interior room doors, fire doors, hotel doors 

and any kind of doors as customers' orders. The company is looking for distribution service and 

commercial agency agreement. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/e932d709-fe05-46ed-996d-07d43243b006  

Code: BOTR20190617001 
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A digital printing services company from Romania is looking for agents 

The company is specialized in digital editing and printing (typography) services, operating in the 

Romanian market. The company is interested in offering its services through a commercial agency 

agreement in order to expand to international markets. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7130e002-f85e-46ab-b322-0629ab5b903c  

Code: BORO20190625001 

Turkish manufacturer of modular furniture seeks distributors 

A Turkish company has been in the market for 11 years, producing modular furniture such as 

cabinets, mirrors and easy to assemble furnishing in MDF and MCF. They are looking for partners in 

other European countries under a distribution service agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5a5a0b78-f248-4e84-8e00-07aba72130b8   

Code: BOTR20190515001 

 

Business cooperation requests 

Slovenian developer and producer of toys and other products for strengthening cognitive abilities is 

looking for producers for manufacturing agreement 

A Slovenian company is a developer and producer of products and toys for preserving and 

strengthening cognitive abilities, sensory and motor skills of elderly, people with dementia and 

children. They are looking for experienced producers for manufacturing agreement for their newly 

developed products (board game, wooden tabletop game and wooden (layer) puzzles). 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/db3928ca-b2d8-4693-adba-06a9ffe61bba  

Code: BRSI20191108001 

 

Norwegian company is looking for high volume producer of lids for take away cups 
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Norwegian company is looking for a partner for a manufacturing agreement. The Product to be 

manufactured is lids for single-use cups. The producer sought should be experienced and able to 

deliver high volumes in a short notice. The order can amount up to 100 million units produced in the 

thermo vaccuuming Technology. The manufacturer should be able to deliver lids in both PS and PET 

material for hot and cold drinks.A supplier able to print and/or labeling lids will be preferred. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7500499b-6245-4617-a592-0516c67d94b1   

Code: BRNO20190424001 

A Spanish photography and video products distributor is looking for manufacturers  

A Spanish distributor of professional photography and video products and equipment is looking for 

innovative photography and video products in order to develop its product portfolio. The company is 

looking for distribution agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3e2e02e0-de5d-47e9-97fa-0f6b754c4b4f  

Code: BRES20191022001 
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Technology Cooperation Offers and Requests 

 

 

 

 

Technology cooperation offers 

A method for determining the state of human cognitive functions 

A Ukrainian University offers a three-component method for determining the psycho-physiological 

and cognitive state of a human. The method solves the problem of diagnosis of cognitive dysfunctions 

in stroke and cerebral infarction, of neurodegenerative diseases, in traumatic brain injuries, of 

determination the cognitive features of the human in the systems of professional selection and 

vocational guidance. The university is looking for partners for joint research. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f14d51a9-05a7-4408-a1e5-0ea016b01f6c   

Code:  TOUA20191203001 

Lithuanian scientific research institute offers all-silica optical coatings for laser systems and optical 

components manufacturers 

Optical coatings laboratory at a scientific research institute in Lithuania is offering all-silica (or 

germanium) coatings for the operation in the spectral range from infrared to ultraviolet. A sputtering 

technology together with glancing angle deposition method is used to produce coatings with broad and 

novel properties. The institute is interested in technical cooperation agreement, as well as R&D 

cooperation or license agreements. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8034369a-81fe-4b2c-8d02-43001f37601e  

Code:  TOLT20191031001 

 

 

Technology cooperation requests 

Circular economy environmental solutions sought for the printing industry 

An Austrian company has started the first Cradle-to-Cradle community in the printing industry and 

wants to spread it all over Europe and beyond. Therefore they are looking for sustainable 
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environmental technologies, materials and processes in the printing value chain. They are looking 

for research and technical cooperation agreement to develop or introduce new products to the 

market as well as for commercial agreement with technical assistance. Areas of focus include paper, 

adhesives, chemicals. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/172867f6-c1ed-413c-8f65-2c566062bdbc  

Code: TRAT20190917001 

Cold end gas condenser design and manufacturing for combustion fumes heat recovery in waste-to-

energy plants. 

A Basque SME is looking for partners with knowledge and experience in the design and 

manufacturing of cold end gas condensers for energy plants. The company requires specifications in 

order to develop the final formulation of an advanced carbon steel tubes coating to be applied in 

fume heat recovery installations. A commercial agreement with technical assistance, manufacturing 

agreement or a technical cooperation to carry out a pre-industrial demonstration is what the Basque 

SME is looking for.  

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/6ed21aa5-3442-4279-8a3f-57b78389069a  

Code: TRES20180510001 

Tungsten trioxide coating needed for ceramic foam components 

An SME based in Northeast Italy seeks companies that specialize in surface treatments.In particular, 

they need to treat a product component made of ceramic with tungsten trioxide. The Italian 

company is willing to change its ceramic foam to another type of material, if necessary, for better air 

purification through photocatalysis.They seek companies with coating technologies able to treat 

ceramics through a manufacturing agreement or commercial agreement with technical assistance. 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/70c71111-8111-4183-99dc-8da5afc90de8  

Code: TRIT20191216001 
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 European News and Events  

                                                                                                                                                                              
Variety of events are organizing within the framework of Enterprise-Europe Network, which 

will create opportunities for entrepreneurs to meet potential business partners and to learn 

all they need to know to expand their business in Europe.  

 

Below are presented events that will be organized during  January and February 2020. 

 

January 

14/01/2020 SIVAL - VIBE : plant and crop productions business meetings                                                                      
Angers (France) 

The VIBE - Vegepolys International Business Event is a unique opportunity to meet 

companies dedicated to: 

- horticulture, 

- fruit and vegetables  growing, 

- seeds, 

- agricultural supplies, 

- agricultural machinery, 

- bio control, etc. 

https://vibe2020.b2match.io/  

27/01/2020 Health Tech Hub (HTH) Styria - Pitch & Partner 2020                                                         

Angers (France) 

For whom?  

Healthtech and biotech players such as: 

- Start-ups 

- Researchers 

- Investors 

- Companies 

- Industry 

mailto:info@eenarmenia.am
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- End users, hospitals, physicians etc. 

- E-health experts 

- Regional and national stakeholders 

https://www.hth-styria.com 

 

February 

20/02/2020 International matchmaking event on personalized medicine "Life-on-Chip" 

Leuven (Belgium) 

Our ambition is to bring together international players active in this cross-disciplinary 

domain, and to help and stimulate them to do business and to set-up new partnerships for 

cooperative R&D projects. In a nutshell, to speed up the innovation process towards new 

healthcare solutions! 

 

For getting more information on mentioned above events, please contact Enterprise Network 

Armenia.   

 

Note: If you are looking for a business partner abroad or a new market and 

wish to be included in the network database, please contact us for getting 

cooperation profile forms or any other relevant information. 

 

 

Dear entrepreneur, 

Register at 

http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/ExpressionOfInterest/Customer/Create?shi

d=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799  and receive free email alerts 

containing newly published profiles and events. 
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All provided services and information are free of charge. 

 

 

 

The information and views set out in this Newsletter are those of 

the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of 

EASME, the European Commission or other European 

Institutions. EASME does not guarantee the accuracy of the data 

included in this Newsletter. Neither EASME, nor the Commission 

or any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for 

the use which may be made of the information contained therein. 
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